BACKGROUND
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia and has a prevalence that increases with age. 1 AF is associated with significant morbidity, mortality and impaired quality of life, most notably from its associated four to five fold increased risk of ischaemic stroke, and poses a significant public health burden. 2, 3 Screening for AF in primary care has been found to be an effective strategy for detecting AF. 4, 5 The SAFE trial, set in primary care, found opportunistic pulse palpation and confirmatory 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) significantly increased the detection of incident AF cases when compared to routine practice in patients over 65 years old. 4 Consequently, this approach to AF screening, combined with the appropriate provision of antithrombotic therapy, has been proposed as a population intervention to reduce the burden of thromboembolic complications. 6 A sub-study of the SAFE trial investigated the accuracy of 12-lead ECG diagnoses of AF made by GPs, nurses and automated software in primary care. 7 Mant et al. found, as compared to ECG diagnoses made by cardiologists, interpretive software had a significantly greater specificity than all methods for diagnosing AF. However, the sensitivities for GPs, nurses and software for AF diagnosis were substantially lower and similar across all groups, and suggested the accuracy in primary care using any single method was insufficient for screening.
A recent narrative literature review of methods for detecting AF reported substantial variation in the accuracy of ECG diagnoses made by primary care practitioners, although, to date, there has been no systematic evaluation of the evidence for the range of different methods for diagnosing AF using 12-lead ECG. This systematic review therefore aimed to identify the range of methods for interpreting whether or not 12-lead ECGs show AF, and to compare their diagnostic accuracies.
METHODS

Search strategy and selection criteria
This study was conducted in accordance with guidelines and methods for systematic reviews and meta-analyses of diagnostic tests. [8] [9] [10] [11] We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cumulative Index to Nursing & Allied Health (CINAHL) and Latin American and Caribbean Health Sciences Information System (LILACS) in all languages published from inception until 24 th March 2014 (See appendix for search terms).
Additionally, the reference lists of national guidelines, review articles and eligible studies were handsearched to identify potential studies. We included all randomised trials and observational studies that i) recruited participants ≥18 years of age, ii) investigated any method for interpreting 12-lead ECGs to show AF (the index test) with 12-lead ECG diagnoses of AF made by a trained specialist (the reference standard), iii) involved healthcare professionals in making AF diagnoses and iv) sufficient data available to enable the calculation of diagnostic accuracy. Studies that investigated invasive or echocardiographic methods for diagnosing AF were excluded, as these methods would not be translatable into routine screening practice. After the removal of duplicate citations, two reviewers (JT and MJ) independently screened citations for relevance and reviewed full-text articles using the predetermined eligibility criteria. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus with a third reviewer (TC).
Data extraction
Two reviewers (JT sand MJ) independently extracted data using a pre-specified data extraction form.
Any disagreements were resolved by consensus with a third reviewer (TC). The lead authors of studies for which reported data were insufficient to calculate diagnostic accuracy were contacted to ascertain missing data.
Study quality was appraised using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) instrument. 10, 12 Additionally, the studies were graded using the quality scale reported by Van 
Statistical analysis
We constructed 2x2 contingency tables to enable the calculation of sensitivity and specificity for each method of diagnosing AF as measures of diagnostic accuracy, and we used the bivariate hierarchical random effects method to determine the average operating points for sensitivity and specificity, which enabled construction of Summary Receiver Operating Characteristic (SROC) plots with 95% prediction regions. 11 We also calculated positive likelihood ratios (PLR) and negative likelihood ratios (NLR) for each method of diagnosing AF. Unlike sensitivity and specificity, likelihood ratios make explicit the impact of the test result on the probability of the disease. To minimise heterogeneity we analysed the results a priori grouped according to method of diagnosing AF, and diagnostic accuracy was assessed by comparison of sensitivities and specificities with respective 95% confidence intervals.
Sub-group analyses were planned according to study quality and groups of healthcare professionals in primary care. We used univariate random effects meta-analysis to derive pooled estimates for sensitivity and specificity when there were less than four studies within sub-groups as the bivariate model is unreliable in this context. Heterogeneity is presumed in meta-analyses of diagnostic test studies and the I 2 statistic cannot be reliably used for its assessment. 11 We therefore described heterogeneity by variation in the outcomes from included studies and our pooled estimates by visual inspection of the SROC plots and how close individual studies lie to the predicted ROC curve. 11 An assessment of publication bias was made according to categories of method for detecting AF using
Deek's Funnel plot asymmetry test; a P-value<0.10 was used to signify the presence of publication bias. Analyses were conducted using Stata Version 11.0 and Review Manager 5.2 for quality assessments.
RESULTS
We identified, after the removal of duplicate records, 4,426 potential citations, of which 62 were identified as relevant for detailed evaluation (figure 1). After full-text review, 10 studies were included in the final analyses (table 1) . [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] There was one study that met selection criteria for which there were insufficient data for reported outcomes (table 2) .
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Study characteristics
Of the 10 studies included in our review ( Across studies without a case control design, the prevalence of AF ranged from 6.7% to 18.6%. (See Table 1 ). The three studies conducted in a primary care setting included participants over 65 years of age and recruited patients eligible for AF screening. 18, 21, 23 However, the remainder of studies were conducted using patients with existing cardiac pathologies in a secondary care setting.
For five studies, the reference standard was 12-lead ECG interpreted by at least two cardiologists. Of the remaining studies, four used ECG interpretation by a single cardiologist as the reference standard and one study used two trained secondary care clinicians.
14 Quality assessment Figure 2 shows the methodological quality of included studies according to QUADAS-2 criteria was generally low. Five studies with the lowest methodological quality (D-grade) were due to the methodological interpretation of the reference standard being unclear or at high risk of bias. One study was graded as category C because it was unclear whether the reference standard was interpreted without knowledge of the index test. Visual inspection of the SROC plots (figure 7) confirms there was substantial variation in the outcomes from studies investigating the accuracy of clinicians' 12-lead ECG diagnosis and suggests heterogeneity amongst these studies was greater than the automated software studies.
Data synthesis
There was no evidence of publication bias for studies of any clinician (p=0.29) or any primary care clinician diagnosis (p=0.19). However, studies of software ECG interpretation suggested the presence 
DISCUSSION
This review of 10 studies found automated software analysis had a borderline greater specificity for AF diagnosis than healthcare professional interpretation of 12-lead ECGs. The sensitivities of automated software, any healthcare professionals and primary care professionals for interpreting 12-lead ECGs to diagnose AF were similar.
Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge, this study is the first systematic review and meta-analysis of different methods for interpreting 12-lead ECGs to diagnose AF. A strength of our study was the use of a standardised protocol that is consistent with published guidelines for systematic reviews of diagnostic test studies.
Moreover, we used a comprehensive search strategy that included contacting authors of potentially relevant studies. Our findings indicated a probable lack of publication bias for studies of clinicians' 12-lead ECG diagnoses of AF. However, there was the possibility of publication bias for studies investigating automated software and this may limit the validity of the findings for this diagnostic modality. One study was excluded due to the insufficient reporting of outcome data to enable metaanalysis and this could have influenced our findings. However, the number of misdiagnoses of AF was similar to that of other studies investigating the accuracy of automated software for making ECG diagnoses of AF and the impact of excluding this study is likely to be minimal. Only one of the nine included studies adopted a prospective design and there were a number of inherent methodological weaknesses in other studies as reflected by our appraisal of study quality. No studies were judged to have met all QUADAS-2 criteria. However, our bivariate sub-group analyses that excluded studies judged to have the lowest (grade D) methodological quality found similar outcomes to our primary analyses, and strengthens the validity of our findings. Most studies were conducted in a secondary care setting and there was substantial variation in the proportion of patients with AF. This limits the generalisability of our findings to unselected primary care populations that AF screening is intended for. However, the measures used to determine diagnostic accuracy in our study are prevalence independent and, consequently, our findings could be translatable to populations in different healthcare settings. There was heterogeneity amongst the studies within all categories of methods for diagnosing AF and this is likely to be attributable to differences in study population and design. This variation was least for studies of automated software and strengthens the validity of findings for this approach to AF diagnosis. Heterogeneity was greatest for the category of any healthcare professionals' interpretation of 12-lead ECGs and is likely to arise from differences in professional groups and clinical expertise.
Findings in context of previous research
Our review identified automated software and healthcare professional interpretation of 12-lead ECGs as methods for diagnosing AF. Furthermore, we also analysed the interpretation of ECGs in a restricted group of primary care professionals. Our findings for automated software, using sensitivity and specificity as measures of diagnostic accuracy, are consistent with those from the SAFE study. 4, 7, 18 Due to the significantly higher specificity of this diagnostic modality, our findings suggest software is the best method for correctly identifying patients with normal 12-lead ECGs and minimising the risk of false positive diagnoses of AF.
The sensitivities of all methods for diagnosing AF were similar, although these were sufficiently low to give rise to false negative AF diagnoses. As compared to any healthcare professionals' ECG interpretation, the point estimates for sensitivity and specificity were reassuringly high for AF diagnoses made by primary care professionals. However, our sub-group analyses suggest this may be attributable to better 12-lead ECG interpretation by GPs; in comparison to GPs, nurses were found to have a significantly lower specificity for diagnosing AF. The point estimates for the accuracy of primary care clinicians' AF diagnoses contrast with outcomes from the SAFE study. The SAFE trial was the largest, pragmatic study of AF screening in primary care 4 and secondary analyses of the trial data suggest the accuracy of GP and nurse AF diagnoses was substantially lower than our findings. 7 Although data from SAFE were included in our meta-analyses, the difference in outcomes between this study and our pooled results may arise from the statistical approach used for data synthesis;
random effects meta-analysis would have provided greater weighting to the smaller, low quality studies that reported a higher diagnostic accuracy arising from primary care professionals, thus inflating the pooled estimates in our review. Moreover, the primary care studies investigating the accuracy of diagnosing AF are likely to have included self-selecting practices with an interest in AF and it is possible that the accuracy of diagnosing arrhythmia by primary care professionals in routine practice could be even lower than that found in the SAFE trial and our review.
The current gold-standard test for diagnosing AF is 12-lead ECG 6, 25 and consensus recommends this should be interpreted by competent healthcare professionals as part of AF screening. 26 Both systematic and opportunistic screening for AF using 12-lead ECG in patients over 65 years was found to be an effective approach for improving the detection of this arrhythmia. 4 Screening for AF is likely to be implemented in primary care and, consequently, healthcare professionals in this setting would be expected to undertake screening activities. It is unclear what the optimal service configurations are for delivering such a screening programme and both GPs and nurses may be expected to undertake the role of diagnosing AF. Our findings suggest there is potential for combining mixed modalities of ECG interpretation for the diagnosis of AF. Certainly, automated software has potential utility for the triage of ECGs and exclusion of patients with normal ECG findings.
However, correctly diagnosing AF using software interpretation alone has a limited sensitivity resulting in the potential for incorrect exclusion of AF, and interpreting ECGs to verify the presence of AF in this circumstance is likely to require additional interpretation from a competent healthcare professional. 26 The findings of this review suggest the accuracy of correctly making AF diagnoses by primary care professionals, in particular nurses, could be improved. It is therefore conceivable that the skills of healthcare professionals in this setting would need improving to ensure the effectiveness of screening is not undermined.
The opinions of primary care professionals about AF screening are not known and a greater understanding of the barriers, facilitators and learning needs of these important stakeholder groups, in particular nurses, is required before screening can be implemented optimally. Furthermore, studies that investigate optimal service configurations for diagnosing AF in primary care and how these translates into better detection rates would help plan the delivery of an effective national AF screening programme.
Conclusions
Automated software had the greatest specificity for AF diagnosis using 12-lead ECG than healthcare professional diagnosis of this arrhythmia. Although the accuracy of diagnosing AF in primary care is reassuring, this is driven by GP's diagnosis of AF. If a national AF screening programme is introduced into primary care it is possible that the skills of GPs and nurses for making 12-lead ECG diagnoses of AF could be improved to ensure the effectiveness of screening is not undermined. B †CC = Case-control study; CS = cross-sectional study; RCT = Randomised controlled Trial; C = Cohort study 
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